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On Continuum 

Yoshio Kinokuniya * 

Abstract 

This paper will serve to report my results of study， if we may find 
another peep into the mystic land of aggregates introducing the point司measure
theory (or the theory of point-dimensions). 

1. Introduction. 

1n the case of an infinite series: 

αa+α1十α1十...， 

writing Sn==札十 α1 十 ...+α~t， ， 

there had been established a criterion for convergency that 

丸一九→ oas n， m →∞;  

but， when we had built the conception of the set 

{P，，} k~1.2.".' • • 
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as the collected whole of these elements， it was not the analogon of the 

above; it was the conception of enumerability. In the similar way， we 
promised the set 

M==M1+Mz十M，十... 

to exist when each of M" (ん=1， 2， 3，. . .) is considered to exist. 
As Zenon asserted， we cannot have the conception of the set (0， 1) as 

the collected whole of the points 0くx< 1， within enumerability， because 

O十0+0+...=0. 

But as far as we may not deny the conception of the set (1， 0)， there 
must be promissed a way of collection 10 which asserts that: 

100=1. (1， 1) 

He was G. Cantor who had shown the collection of the continuum very 
exactly for the first time. 

*紀岡谷芳 雄
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Though this is so， G. Cantor showed another character too， i. e.: One-
to事onecorrespondence is not enough to make the measure of set fixed， 
whereas (0， 1) can be put in one-to-one correspondence with (α，b)， by 
arbitrarily given finite points α • b. 1t is a kind of recti自ablepropriety of 
correspondence. To look on this propriety as a clear structive one， there 
is a convenient representation of measures. 

Let us write 
告μ(P)=m(A) (1， 2) 
A 

instead of (1， 1)， m (A) being the measure of the set A .1) ρ(P) be called 
the dimension of the point P. Then， the rectifiable propriety will be 
su自cientlydescribed by the formulation 

内 (P1)=i.(P)μ(P) (I， 3) 

P1 being the image of P and i. (P) being a non negative number， when we 
take 州 (P1) as the transformed dimension and write 

m(A1)=6μI (P1) =6 i. (P)μ(P). 
Pl- I • A 

1n the speciaI case i. (P)=k=const.， it will be 

m(A1)=k m(A). 

II. Null Measure Assertion. 

ln this pap色r，we mean by mapping， a one-to-one correspondence by 
which 

P1 -< Ql in 11， whenever P -< Q in 1， 

where P1， Q， and 11 denote the images of P， Q and 1 respectivelY. Then， 
for a mapping described by (1， 3)， if we give as 

..1 (P)=l for each P E A ; 

..1 (Q) = 8 > 0 for each Q E B = 1-A， 
we gall1: 

m (A1)=m (A) and m (B，)=εm(B)， 

where I1=A1十Bland I=A+B. 
By the way， there will be no difficulty if we give the axiom: If the 

power (or， the cαrdinal)ザ theset B 白 notsmα~ler thαη that of the set A， 
in every neighbour・hood，then 

m(A) ~m(B). 

_1) Of course， there arise many questions on our measure， but their discussions shal1 
be left for the future. The measure wi11 be then called αpriori measure. 

( 2 ) 
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Now， let us suppose the cardinal number of the set A is really smaller 
than that of continuum， so that the power of B is equal to that of con岨

tinuum in every neighbourhood in 1. Then the power of A1 must be really 
smaller than that of Bl' which must be equal to the power of continuum 
in every neighbourhood in 11， Therefore 

m (A)=m (Aj)::;: m (B1)=8' m (B)三三 E・m(刀.

8 being arbitrary， it must be 

m (A)=O. 

In the case A is not bounded， we may take a sequence A (必)=Aハ(-k，k) 
and gain the same result. 80 we conclude : 

THEOREM: Ij the power of the set A isγeallνsmαlleγ thαη¥ thαt of 

建 continuum，川 A)=O

IH. On Point Dimension. 

The cOl1ception of a point may not consist without the formulation 

P=lim (P-8， P+~) 
ぎ一歩O

when we look on any intervアal(α， b) as the collected whole of its inner 
points. 

On μ(P)， we will associate with the formulation 

μ(P)=μ(Q) (III， 1) 

for each pair oI points P， Q of (ー∞，∞)， but by any mapping 

μj (Pj) =i. (P)μ(P)， 

we no more take μ1 (P1) to be un1form. This coincides with the charader 

that: Though 1 be put in a one-to-one correspondence to 11， it cannot 
always imply m (1) = rn ([1)' 

EspeciaIIy it is very important that: To assert sumabi1ity of (1， 2) 
with the char8cter (1II， 1)， we must understand the dimension μ(P) as 

μ(P)-ljCi (II1， 2) 

Q: denoting the cardinal l1umber of continuum， though it is not so exact 
as 1/5. If we do not permit the formulation (IIl， 2)， wδwill 10se our 
essential idea to take (0， 1) as the collected whole of the continuum. At a 
fixed point P1， let μ1 (P1) be負xed，then if we extend this dimension by 

the form ulation 
μI (PJ)=μl(Ql)~) 

2) This means， we take J. (P)=ωnst. everywhere. 

( 3 ) 
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it will mean that we give another unit of measure on our Iinear space. 

This being so， the formulation 
内 (Pl)-1j[

should hold always， too. 
Now， on dividing as 

1=(0 ， 1)=11 十 1~ 十... +1/，十R，

rE{(4-1)lT，4lT}， 

定={ij2"}ぃ 1，2， ..・..， 'Jk_1 ， 

we may have μ(P) to be not ~~ss than lim m (Ii); then according to (III， 2) 
11むと lim7J:)，whileJ!?m(よ)=J!?{1/2k}と1j22.(-lj(L3) Hence we gain 

μ(P)-lim {1/2"}-lj2筑-1/紅 4) (II1， 3) 

so that this formulation will naturalIy give the de自nitestructure of our 

dimension. 
Through this consideration， it will be remarkable that we restrict us 

within the uniform system of dimension by means of the binary scale. 
When a system of dimension is given as every-where uniform， we will say 
the system is normal. 

lV. Several Remarks. 

We can take {ljn"h~l.~. ・・・ instead of {lj2"}， but we cannot take 
{ljn}n~l.~.'" 5). Moreover， when applying (II1， 3) we conclude as 

2"くI?("く[→I?(滋-[

there can be no impediment， bu七wecan never determine as 

広三五 ~r

though 2" < ilr (k=l， 2，. . .) and 2況-(L These are the cifcumstances con-
cerned with the representation structure of our points. 

1n abstract considerations， it will be di自cultto look over the destina-
tions of collecting elements， because there can be interpreted no point-
dimension such as is of our sense. For such an example， we may take the 
problem of well-ordered set， on our continuum. 

3) 2.( denotes th号 C乱rdi:oal:oum ber cf ei1um巴rablei:ofinity. 
4) Whe:o the cardinal number is considered as the inversion of the p:unt dimension， it 

will be cal1ed the伽mγsionnumueγ. 

5) On ~~ dx=l， dx-削

( 4 ) 
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If we give an order to the set (0， 1)， it must be operated on condition 
that the formulation (II1， 1) might be hold. But， it is well-known that， 
we cannot regard the set (0， 1) as well-ordered in its present structure 

(say: x-<ν， if ;J;くν)，so that many changes of e1ements on their ordering 
will be necessarily needed， whereas our point-dimensions may 10se their 
senses described in (1， 2)， (III， 1) and (II1， 2) by these changes， because by 
such an abstract treatment no exact structure shall be maintained on these 
formu1ations. Besides， if we persist to believe in (I， 3)， ~ (P) must emerge 
to be too random to be caught by any means. Such must be a terrib1y 

chaotic state to our reason. 
On the number-theoretica1 points of view， we. shall find important 

distinctions from the c1assica1 ones introduced by R. Dedekind and G. 
Cantor， who showed the positions of the real numbers but complete1y 
neglected the propriety of the measure of point which cannot be posited as 

empty. For instance， Cantor posited as: 

1 =0.999...， 

but this is not evident. As 0.9， 0.99，... are all di官'erentfrom 1， if we 
posit the limiting position of the sequence (0.999...)， it will give us the 

point 1-0 very naturally， but it must not overlap with the point 1 itself. 
This is not a new idea， but is to be considered as of Zenon， who asserted 
that Achi1les might not outrun Hector. With Zenon， we may assert that 
1-0 半1，whereas in the classica1 theory of numbers it has been guessed 
that 1-0=1=1+0. 

The idea "zero n as the measure of point will not be a naturally evident 

one， but it will be interpreted as the inversion of 川 in{inity"as the number 
of points to be summed up to make the measure of the set of them， i. e. 

the inversion of the cardinal number. To complete the conception (0， 1) as 
a continuum， we must define the scale of the point P as : 

((P))=(P-o) + (P) + (P+ 0). 

This is the ground on which we posit the point-dimensions to be flexib1e 
in the sense of the transformation (1， 3). 

lRec邑ivedAugust 7， 1950) 
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